
Keestrack is back with “ON TRACK”, your newsletter.

We want to keep you updated on the developments of the Keestrack group of companies. This way 
you know all the ins and outs of our organization. You can read about the innovations we are working 
on, which tradeshows you can find us at and how we do business with our partners. Keestrack wants 
to improve communication with you by giving accurate information like this newsletter and on our new 
website. We would appreciate if you could give us your opinion and suggestions.

In this issue:
a gaze into the future• 
our appointments• 
photo contest. Who sends us the best • 
looking action shot?
new website• 

A gaze into the future

What will the future bring us? Where are we coming from? First a look back.

Since 1988 Keestrack designs and produces mobile screening and crushing equipment in-house. The 
complete production process is privately owned. Quality, innovation, flexibility and after sales support play 
a central role and Research and Development ensures that Keestrack keeps up with the expectations 
of its customers. Keestrack listens to our dealers and customers. By doing this we use their experience 
and knowledge to build machines that are recognized as market leaders in quality and performance 
all over the world. We comply with all European legislation so our machines has as little impact on the 
environment as possible.

Keestrack was, as you probably know, the first with direct feed screens and even today the competition 
cannot match the results we have with this concept. The original Keestrack concept is today’s industry 
standard. Because of this concept the application fields have increased because the screen can be used 
as a pre-screen for rough material or as a precision screen for fines.

After the development of the Frontier, the Keestrack-team completed the range of screeners with the 
compact but top performing Combo, then the heavy duty Novum and finally the Explorer range.

The Destroyer range of mobile impact crushers will be expanded with the Destroyer 1011 and 810. 
These compact impact crushers are expected to be released at the end of 2011 and in spring 2012. The 
input width of the 1011 will be 950 mm and the rotor diameter will be 1060 mm. The transport weight will 
be 26 Tons without after screen, and 30 Tons with after screen.

After the acquisition of OM in 2010, Keestrack has a complete range of jaw crushers in its product range. 
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During the MaskinExpo in Stockholm, Sweden and the Expo Norway-MEFA in Trondheim, Norway, 
Keestrack presented its newest innovation: the new GALION mobile cone crusher.

KEESTRACK’s first mobile cone crusher has the following features:
High quality crushing unit with a capacity of approx. 200t/h• 
A quick release system on the feeder, interchangeable with a pre-screen• 
Available with a secondary 2-deck screenbox of 4500 x 1500 mm in closed circuit• 

Today
Currently Keestrack has a wide range of:

mobile screens• 
mobile impact crushers• 
mobile jaw crushers• 
mobile cone crusher• 

Keestrack wants to keep expanding and improving their product range by innovation and expansion. 

Product updates
Recently several of the OMTRACK Jaw crushers have been redesigned like the Argo and Giove to make 
these more mobile and easier accessible. The weight of these machines has been reduced drastically 
which make them easier to transport. 

Like all OMTRACK jaw crushers, these are equipped with the OM-patented Non-Stop System (NSS) to 
ensure a continuous process while protecting the crusher from un-crushable feeds. 

Some innovations on the new ARGO (1000 x 600 mm):
height adjustable magnet separator• 
longer output conveyor to load direct on a screen without • 
a ramp
improved performance, weight under 30 ton• 
stage 3A, John Deere motor• 

The new GIOVE (1100 x 750 mm) features:
new designed, larger and stronger feed hopper• 
new frame with larger access doors for maintenance• 
modified jaw crusher, to simplify the changing of the jaw • 
plates
longer discharge conveyor• 
heavy duty magnet separator• 

The Keestrack mobile screens have been modified very 
effectively to satisfy the highest demands. Some examples!

New Argo (1000 x 600 mm) jaw crusher

New Giove (1100 x 750 mm) jaw crusher

The new GALION mobile cone crusher



The new TIER III machines are equipped with extra high quality (3 µm) filters on the fuel- and hydraulic 
tank. The fuel tank has been redesigned and a condensation drain has been added. Greasing nipples are 
protected. 

This is on our agenda! What does your appointment book say?

You can find Keestrack represented at the following trade shows. Please let us know if you, as our 
representative, participate in any event. We would like to add this information to our overview and publish 
it on our website. If you would require any assistance then we will assist you as much as we can.
 

31 August - 3 September, Steinexpo in Homberg, Germany. Represented by Oppermann & Fuss • 
GmbH
7 - 11 September, Matexpo in Kortrijk, Belgium• 

Please visit our website on www.keestrack.com for an up to date overview.

extra high quality filterscondensation cistern

condensation drain

protected greasing nipples
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The best application picture

Keestrack wants, just like any other parent, to see how their children grow up. So we would like to see the 
machines which left the factory, back on a 
picture, in action!

We would like to receive your best 
application pictures. Preferably in high 
resolution and with a short summary of the 
application and where the picture has been 
shot.

The best pictures will be awarded. 
First price will be a trip with tour, to our 
production facilities in Czech Republic. 
Second and third price, a true collector’s 
item, a Frontier miniature.

Send your application to info@keestrack.net before July 30. Winners will be contacted and published in 
the next edition of On Track. By submitting an image, the participant waives the rights of ownership.

New website

Keestrack’s website has been redesigned and has 
become more user friendly and complete. News will 
be posted on our website first hand, so check out 
our website!.


